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The conjecture of Bodmer–Witten–Terazawa suggesting a form of quark matter (Strange Quark Matter)
as the ground state of hadronic interactions has been studied in laboratory and astrophysical contexts by
a large number of authors. If strange stars exist, some violent events involving these compact objects,
such as mergers and even their formation process, might eject some strange matter into the interstellar
medium that could be detected as a trace signal in the cosmic ray ﬂux. To evaluate this possibility, it is
necessary to understand how this matter in bulk would fragment in the form of strangelets (small lumps
of strange quark matter in which ﬁnite effects become important). We calculate the mass distribution
outcome using the statistical multifragmentation model and point out several caveats affecting it. In
particular, the possibility that strangelets fragmentation will render a tiny fraction of contamination in
the cosmic ray ﬂux is discussed.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction
Sometime after the papers of Bodmer [1] and Terazawa [2] put
forward the idea of a quark ground state of strongly interacting
matter, the wide and colorful discussion given by Witten [3] added
considerable interest to the issue of what is now called the Strange
Quark Matter (SQM) hypothesis.
The stability scenario has been systematically studied for the
ﬁrst time by Farhi and Jaffe [4] within the MIT bag model, where
a wide parameter space for absolute stability to hold was estab-
lished. More recently, it has been claimed that the preferred state
would be when quarks form pairs, similarly to electrons in ordi-
nary superconductivity, for it would allow an even lower energy
per baryon number for the system due to the formation of the
color condensate [5–7].
If the SQM hypothesis is valid, the low probability of a si-
multaneous decay of roughly a third of up and down quarks in
a nuclei into strange quarks under everyday conditions would pre-
vent the transition. However, it has been shown [8–10] that for
nuclear systems at high density and moderate temperature, the
transition could be favored. In this way, compact objects are nat-
urally thought as niches for the existence of SQM. Among the
predicted systems and phenomena, strange stars [11–14], compact
stars where the transition to SQM happens in all the stellar inte-
rior, and strangelets [4,15,16], small lumps of strange quark matter,
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were discussed. The possibility of strangelets being a part of the
cosmic ray ﬂux, and likely involved in exotic events [17], naturally
raised the question about the conditions for bulk strange quark
matter to break apart, and with what mass and energy spectra the
fragmentation into strangelets would ensue [18].
Starting with these early papers, some injection mechanisms
for strangelets in astrophysical sites have been proposed: strange
stars mergers [3,19], phase transition during type II supernovae
[20,21,18], and acceleration in strange pulsar environment [22].
All these processes might lead to a measurable abundance of this
component among the cosmic ray ﬂux, although they have not
been addressed in full detail yet. Considering this, a simple man-
ner of testing the existence of strange matter in the interior of
compact stars would be the detection by ground-based or in-orbit
experiments of strangelets of astrophysical origin. In fact, some ex-
periments claimed to have detected possible exotic components
[23–26], though a live debate has taken place without a ﬁrm con-
ﬁrmation of the nature of the primaries.
On the other hand, the problem of fragmentation of nuclear
matter during cooling/decompression has been studied for several
decades (for a review, see for example [27]), with wide applicabil-
ity to laboratory experiments (e.g., nuclei collision in accelerators).
A range of r-process nuclei could be produced this way [28] and
the analogous situation with SQM in the place of nuclear matter
appears to be justiﬁed if the Bodmer–Witten–Terazawa conjecture
is true. However, the production of strangelets and subsequent
acceleration still lack a detailed general analysis. In particular,
the predicted ﬂuxes of strangelets among cosmic rays are based
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2014.04.036
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on plausible suppositions instead of reﬁned calculations, and in
general dismiss the possible decay of these particles into ordi-
nary nuclei [29]. Moreover, the energy spectrum of strangelets to
be injected in the interstellar medium is quite uncertain. In this
way, supposing the Fermi mechanism will accelerate strangelets
the same way it does with ordinary cosmic rays may pose some
problems [30], since only particles with a non-thermal spectrum
can be accelerated by shocks. The distribution of masses and en-
ergies at the injection site are then important ingredients for all
these attempts to connect some events with the possible strangelet
primaries arriving to earth [31].
Here we present an analysis for the fragmentation of strange
quark matter within the statistical multifragmentation model. This
model can be applied to a supernova explosion driven by the con-
version of ordinary nuclear matter to strange quark matter, for
example, being this scenario an alternative to the neutrino-driven
ones that still face diﬃculties in explaining the explosion in nu-
merical simulations. The conversion during the proto-neutron star
phase could provide enough energy for the expelling of stellar ma-
terial either in the form of a detonation wave or of a second neu-
trino wind [20,21]. The ejected outer layers could be contaminated
by strangelets due to turbulent mixing effects [32]. As a general re-
sult, we shall show that a fragmentation into mass chunks having
A  100 may be expected, although signiﬁcant uncertainties in the
underlying physics remain, and in fact recent calculations do not
obtain ejection of SQM [33]. Since the temperatures and other pa-
rameters are quite similar, scenarios of the merging of two strange
stars [31] would follow a similar fragmentation pattern.
In a recent paper, Biswas and collaborators [34] used the sta-
tistical multifragmentation model to analyze the fragmentation of
strange quark matter in a scenario of strange stars mergers, con-
cluding that the mass spectrum results in low mass fragments
and shows an exponential decay with A and also presenting an
estimate for the strangelet ﬂux based on cosmic ray diffusion prop-
erties. However, their analysis dismissed important contributions
to the energy of the fragments and assumed some physical prop-
erties (discussed at length in [35]) that may signiﬁcantly alter the
results. These are related to the dependency of the fragment en-
ergy on the strange quark mass (assumed negligible) and also on
the possibility of pairing between quarks, as will be described in
the next section.
2. Statistical multifragmentation model
Among the several proposals formulated to deal with the
fragmentation problem, the statistical multifragmentation model
(SMM) (see [27] and references therein) has provided consistent
results when applied to the bulk nuclear matter → nuclei transi-
tion.
When we proposed using the SMM to treat the fragmentation
of strange quark matter [36], we initially employed it to treat frag-
mentation in a supernova driven by the conversion of nuclear mat-
ter into SQM scenario. Recent works have shown that in the col-
lision of two strange stars, matter achieve high temperatures [37]
(of order ∼ tens of MeV), which are high enough to comply with
the hypotheses of the statistical multifragmentation model. Specif-
ically, the critical condition involving the excitation energy per
baryon number for the occurrence of the break-up (which must
be comparable to the total binding energy, ensuring thermal and
dynamical equilibrium) is satisﬁed. Therefore, in both scenarios
the fragmentation should proceed similarly. Also, in Ref. [36], we
used an approximate treatment for the strangelet energy taking
mean values instead of considering the full dependence of the sur-
face and curvature energies on temperature and baryonic number,
which is certainly important for the matter, and considered strange
quark matter without pairing. We found in Ref. [36] some incon-
sistencies regarding the position of the fragmentation peak, as we
shall discuss bellow, and the present treatment is the result of this
analysis.
We based our analysis on a simpliﬁed version of the SMM [38]
in which the system is studied in the grand canonical ensem-
ble, rendering neat analytical solutions when the thermodynamical
limit is taken. Generally speaking, an exponential behavior for the
partition function is predicted for high masses.
We have started from the partition function of a single frag-
ment with A nucleons
ωA = V
(
mT A
2π
)3/2
e− f A/T , (1)
where f A is the internal free energy of the fragment
f A = −W A + σ A2/3 + C A1/3, (2)
and W represents the volume binding energy per baryon number
of SQM, σ and C being the internal free energy of a fragment with
baryon number A, rest mass m and chemical potential μ corre-
sponding to the surface and curvature contributions, respectively;
and T is the bulk SQM temperature.
From the deﬁnition of pressure in the grand canonical ensem-
ble,
p(T ,μ) = T lim
V→∞
lnZ(V , T ,μ)
V
, (3)
where Z is the Laplace transform of the grand canonical partition
function, the pressures for both phases are obtained from the sin-
gularities of the isobaric partition function (for details, see [38] and
references therein).
The liquid and gas pressures are given by
pg(T ,μ) = T
(
mT
2π
)3/2{
z1e
μ−bpg
T
+
∞∑
A=2
A3/2e[(ν−bpg)A−σ A2/3−C A1/3]/T
}
, (4)
pl(T ,μ) = νb , (5)
where ν = μ + W is the (shifted) chemical potential.
The fragmentation spectrum, Pg , can be then obtained (con-
sidering chemical equilibrium between bulk matter and the frag-
ments) by taking the derivative of the gas pressure, pg , with re-
spect to the chemical potential of the fragments, μA ,
Pg(A) = ∂
∂μA
pg
=
(
m0T
2π
)3/2
A3/2e[(μ+W−bpg)A−σ A2/3−C A1/3]/T , (6)
In the model, the parameter b represents the repulsive interactions
in a simple Van der Waals approximation.
We have considered strange quark matter within the MIT bag
model framework, in the color-ﬂavor-locked (CFL) state [5,6,39].
The energy of each fragment was calculated by employing the mul-
tiple reﬂexion expansion formalism as in [40], thus presenting the
necessary dependence on the temperature, baryonic number, gap
parameter, bag constant, and strange quark mass.
When obtaining the mass number for which the fragment dis-
tribution reaches its maximum in the coexistence region, we have
checked that the peak is always obtained for strangelets with mass
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Fig. 1. Normalized distribution function of fragments for CFL strangelets with B1/4 = 145 MeV, ms = 100 MeV, and  = 50 MeV. On the left panel, we show its dependence
on the temperature considering the SMM with direct introduction of the bag constant. On the right panel, a comparison of the results obtained for a given temperature with
(full line) and without (dashed line) the introduction of the vacuum energy.
numbers A  1, leaving only the exponential behavior being ap-
parent. It is not clear what is the meaning of this result. One pos-
sibility is that the description is actually incomplete, or one cannot
use the grand canonical approach either. An alternative interpreta-
tion is that the system would not fragment at all, remaining in the
bulk SQM state in spite of the mechanical and thermal perturba-
tions to which it is subject in the outbreak and further expansion.
In particular, thermal equilibrium between the bulk and the frag-
ments throughout the whole process had to be assumed in the
calculation and may not be valid. If the system is to fragment in
few large chunks of matter, then a statistical approach would not
be adequate.
However, one factor which can be important is related to the
presence of the vacuum, represented by the bag constant B . This
term is naturally absent when considering nuclear matter frag-
mentation since the parameters obtained for describing it already
consider the inﬂuence of the vacuum. But here it is possible to
look at the fragmentation of SQM as a process in which a fraction
of the vacuum energy is used to provide strangelets with surface
and curvature energies among other ﬁnite size effects. Therefore,
there is a difference of energy density per baryon number between
the liquid and gaseous phases which should be taken into account.
In this way, we have introduced the bag constant directly into
the energy density of the gas and liquid (bulk) phases by sub-
stituting the volume internal free energy per baryon number for
W = W0+ Bv and we shall continue to use this approach through-
out the rest of our analysis. This last term is not the same for both
phases due to the dependency with the proper volume associated
with each system:
Wl = W0 + Bvliq,
Wg = W0 + Bvgas.
The density of fragments with baryon number A is given by
Eq. (6). The argument of the exponential in the mass distribution
[(ν − bpg)A] in the coexistence phase (p∗g = pl) is now[
ν − bp∗g
]
A = [νg − ν∗l ]A = [μg + Wg − μl − Wl]A
= [B(vgas − vliq)]A,
where v is the volume per baryon number.
Following the approach for deriving the temperature dependent
internal free energy presented in [40], we have obtained the nor-
malized mass distribution function shown in Fig. 1.
We see that the whole fragment distribution is now shifted to
higher values of A, although the peak is still not in a physical po-
sition. Also, we notice that although increasing the system’s tem-
perature leads to a less stable system, it also decreases the values
Fig. 2. Distribution function of fragments for CFL strangelets with B1/4 = 145 MeV,
ms = 100 MeV, and  = 50 MeV considering the ejection of 10−4M as a function
of the temperature.
of the surface and curvature’s terms [40], thus favoring strangelets
with higher A. It must be pointed out, nevertheless, that high tem-
perature strangelets would be more prone to evaporation [3] and
would have to cool down in order to survive.
Fig. 2 considers a strangelet injection scenario with the possible
ejection of 10−4M so we can compare our results with the one
presented in Ref. [34]. For the values presented of strange quark
mass, bag constant and gap parameter, strange quark matter would
be stable for almost all masses (the minimum baryon number for
stability is A = 4). Nevertheless, we stress that this form of SQM is
obtained using almost “optimal” values for these unknown param-
eters, and therefore may not be very realistic. Any increase in B or
ms or a decrease in  would lead to a much less stable strange
matter, this instability being greater as the temperature increases,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.
It is also important to remark that if the superconducting phase
is not considered, strangelets would be even more unstable. For
example, for B1/4 = 145 MeV and ms = 150 MeV, at zero temper-
ature, strangelets with A  15 would be unstable but at 30 MeV,
only those with A  2700 would not decay to normal nuclear mat-
ter as is exempliﬁed in Fig. 4. In this way, in this scenario of bulk
strange quark matter fragmentation driven by expansion, the ex-
istence of a large fraction of strangelets in the cosmic ray ﬂux is
highly unlikely and would certainly be negligible if color supercon-
ductivity is not considered, as already proposed in Ref. [30]. Also,
if all quarks were assumed to have zero mass, the stability of this
system would be artiﬁcially enhanced since the surface tension
is associated with a non-zero strange quark mass. Both simpliﬁed
features were employed in Ref. [34]. These remarks explain why in
the work of Biswas and collaborators it is claimed that the amount
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Fig. 3. On the left, distribution function of fragments for CFL strangelets with T = 30 MeV, ms = 150 MeV, and  = 50 MeV considering the ejection of 10−4M as a function
of value of the bag constant. The stability limit, i.e., the value of A below which strangelets are not stable, is represented by the vertical lines. On the right, the same but
ﬁxing the bag constant at B1/4 = 145 MeV and varying .
Fig. 4. Energy of strangelets without pairing with B1/4 = 145 MeV, ms = 150 MeV
as a function of A for a ﬁxed temperature, as indicated. The horizontal line indicates
the threshold for strangelets to decay to normal nuclear matter.
of light fragments is increased with temperature with the suppres-
sion of heavy fragments, in opposition of what is seeing in this
work.
It has been suggested [41], however, that strange stars may
present a strangelet crust embedded in an electron background.
If this is the case, then during a merger event strangelets would
already be ejected with a mass spectrum with baryonic number
of a few hundreds and one should expect a considerable amount
of strangelets in the cosmic ray ﬂux, an idea so far not favored by
experiments.
3. Conclusions
We have presented an analysis of the fragmentation of SQM
into strangelets in high-temperature astrophysical settings. We
have tried to make explicit the assumptions made to calculate the
distribution of fragments and how the uncertainties could affect
the ﬁnal result.
We note that previous studies have argued that SQM must frag-
ment into very large pieces [16], comparable to asteroid sizes,
when mechanically stressed by external ﬁelds. The physical argu-
ment was that, in opposition to nuclear matter, the energy per
baryon number always decreases with an increase in A for SQM.
This indicates that it is necessary to introduce a large amount of
energy external to the system to break SQM into smaller (but very
macroscopic) fragments. This conclusion is not based on the ap-
plication of a fragmentation framework, and even if true it is clear
that it would not emerge from an analysis within the grand canon-
ical ensemble.
We have shown that the simplest fragmentation of bulk SQM
into strangelets yields an odd result within the SMM, since the
fragment peak would fall in an unphysical region, perhaps in
agreement with the previous expectations [16]: matter would re-
main in the bulk phase provided the SMM model consistently
describes the process. Alternatively, one can question the very va-
lidity of the latter for this description. It has also been shown that
the explicit consideration of the vacuum energy density shifts the
fragmentation spectra towards higher values of A, although the
position of the peak is still for A  1. This tentative mode for
SQM fragmentation results in strangelets with a characteristic mass
scale as shown in Fig. 2. This points to a possible negligible pres-
ence of this exotic particles in the cosmic ray ﬂux.
The work of Biswas and collaborators [34] disregarded an im-
portant feature in the SQM energy derivation, the fact that the
strange quark mass is of order of 100 MeV [42], giving rise to a
signiﬁcant surface energy. It will certainly increase the total energy
of the system with obvious implications to the minimum baryon
number for absolute stability to hold. Also, the inclusion of an
extra term in the exponential in Eq. (6) will make the fragment
distribution decrease with a faster pace with increasing A. In this
way, most strangelets fragmenting in their scenario would decay
into normal nuclear matter as soon as formed.
Our own results can be interpreted as indicating that most of
the SQM will not fragment and that mostly unstable fragments
(those subject to evaporation at a given temperature) will dom-
inate the process, leading to the production of ordinary clusters
and nucleons. Moreover, when considering higher temperatures,
the spectrum is shown to extend to higher masses (Fig. 3), but
the strangelets are more vulnerable to evaporation and the net
outcome is no strangelets at all. Therefore, we conclude that a
non-negligible amount of strangelets could only result from milder
temperatures and paired quarks. Even if a huge fraction of SQM
remains in bulk it will be subject to evaporation and should be
affected, possibly surviving if the pairing is strong enough [43].
The attempts made by us to conﬁrm/validate the mass fragmen-
tation spectra of SQM have rendered ambiguous and/or inconsis-
tent results. For instance, the minimization of information entropy
of Aichelin and Huefner [44] which, in principle, could be ade-
quate for the merging of strange stars and the supernova ejection
alike, predicts, in general, a peak in the mass distribution, but its
extension to large macroscopic masses is diﬃcult and the results
obtained inconclusive. The same is true when one tries a very sim-
ple approach of constructing the phase region à la Gibbs, that is,
using the conditions Tgas = Tliq , μgas = μliq , and Pgas = Pliq . It is
precisely the question of whether or not there would be a large
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number of fragments that could be treated in a statistical manner
that is behind these ambiguities.
If the process is such that one can use the grand canonical for-
malism for its study and take the solution to the thermodynamic
limit, or if a random sampling directly dealing with the micro-
canonical ensemble of all the decay channels is necessary, or if
this process can happen out of equilibrium (violating the Gibbs
criteria) are still open questions. There is a ﬁnal overall caveat
concerning the role of the residual strong interaction between nu-
cleons, since it has a different behavior at large distances than
gluon-exchange forces mediating interactions between quarks. The
crude approximations built-in in any of these formalisms may hide
its true importance and reliability of the results themselves. This
is an important subject deserving a deeper understanding in or-
der to provide better predictions of the possible contamination of
strangelets in the cosmic ray ﬂux.
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